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Abstract 
Recent computational photography techniques play a significant role to overcome the limitation of 
standard digital cameras for handling wide dynamic range of real-world scenes contain brightly and poorly 
illuminated areas. In many of such techniques [1, 2, 3], it is often desirable to fuse details from images 
captured at different exposure settings. One such technique is High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging that 
provides a solution to recover radiance maps from photographs taken with conventional imaging equipment. 
One of the long-standing challenges in HDR imaging technology is the limited Dynamic Range (DR) of 
conventional display devices and printing technology. Due to which these devices are unable to reproduce 
full DR. Although DR can be reduced by using a tone-mapping, but this comes at an unavoidable trade-off 
with increased computational cost. Therefore, it is desirable to maximize information content of the 
synthesized scene from a set of multi-exposure images without computing HDR radiance map and tone-
mapping. This thesis attempts to develop a novel detail enhanced multi-exposure image fusion approach, 
which exploits the edge preserving capability of adaptive filters. 
 
Introduction 
It is impossible to capture the entire DR of the real world scene with single exposure. This is due to the 
limited capabilities of Charge Coupled Device (CCD) or Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
(CMOS) sensor chip. Human eye is sensitive to relative rather than absolute luminance values and can 
observe both indoor and outdoor details simultaneously while digital camera cannot record indoor and 
outdoor luminance variations in single snapshot. This is because the eye adapts locally as we scan the 
different regions of the scene and can adapt 10 orders of magnitude of intensity variations in the scene [4], 
while standard digital cameras are unable to record luminance variation in the entire scene. To circumvent 
this problem, modern digital photography offers the concept of exposure time variation to capture details in 
very dark or extremely bright regions, which control the amount of light allowed to fall on the sensor. 
Currently, there are many applications that involve variable exposure photography to determine the details to 
be captured optimally in the photographed scene. The intention of exposure setting determination is to 
control charge capacity of the CCD or CMOS. 
In exposure fusion, compositing is done on the pixel intensity values rather than irradiance values. 
Approaches proposed in this thesis do not care about the exposure times and CRF, which is required to 
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linearize the image data before combining LDR exposures into HDR image [2]. Following the consideration 
of pixel intensity based fusion; the ultimate goal of this thesis is the utilization of computationally simple and 
robust texture features for the identification of well-exposed regions across input exposures and detail 
enhancement in the fused image. 
Motivation 
Nowadays much research is going on in the area of exposure fusion. The techniques proposed in the 
present thesis do not limit interest for developing yet another new algorithm. Rather, the aim is to select and 
apply the aspects of perception of weak textures which should be considered in the context of exposure 
fusion, to generate weight maps, and to seek further possibilities for detail enhancement by exploiting edge 
preserving capability of non-linear filters. Although the proposed frameworks do not require human 
intervention, in practice, the present work provide set of parameters that allow users to interactively control 
the detail enhancement in the fused image. 
Contribution 
The first proposed technique [4] takes N identically sized multi-exposure images taken from a fixed 
viewpoint, and produces output fused image of the same size, in which well exposed pixel value is computed 
by combining  information from all input images at each scale of the decomposition. Unlike earlier image-
based compositing techniques [3], our technique separates coarse scale details called Base Layer (BL) from 
fine details known as Detail Layer (DL). Therefore, it is effective to manipulate finer and coarser details 
separately during the compositing process, and needs no further post processing for detail enhancement. 
After the manipulation of each redundant layer, fused base layer, and fused detail layer are recombined to 
produce well exposed detail enhanced fused image.  Thus, the magnitude of the BLs is modified based on the 
decision maps [4] to ensure that resulting fused image contains well-exposed regions, while the magnitude of 
the DLs is unchanged. This technique exploits the properties of nonlinear Anisotropic Diffusion (AD) [5] 
which permits to manipulate and combine details at multiple scales [4]. 
In second approach [6], with the multi-exposure images captured under different exposure settings, first 
the fine details are extracted based on Guided Filter (GF) [7]. Next, the BLs (i.e. images obtained from GF) 
across all input images are fused using multi-resolution pyramid [6]. Exposure, contrast and saturation 
measures are considered to generate weight map function that guides the fusion process of the BLs. Finally, 
the fused base layer is combined with the extracted fine details to obtain detail enhanced fused image. The 
GF [7] is preferred over AD [5], because it has better response near strong edges [6].  
In this thesis a novel technique for exposure fusion is proposed in which Weighted Least Squares (WLS) 
[8] optimization framework is utilized for weight map refinement [9]. Computationally simple texture 
features (i.e. DL extracted with the help of AD) and color saturation measure [9] are preferred for generating 
weight maps that control the contribution from an input set of multi-exposure images. Instead of employing 
intermediate HDR reconstruction and tone-mapping steps [1, 2], well-exposed fused image is generated for 
displaying on conventional display devices. The block diagrammatic representation of detail enhanced WLF 
framework is shown in Figure 1. This third method is proposed for automatic exposure fusion that exploits 
the capability of edge preserving filter [5] to generate weight function. Furthermore sigmoid function based 
weight map refinement is utilized for detail layer fusion. 
Results 
Another interesting interactive tool of proposed third approach [9] for manipulating the detail and contrast 
in multi-exposure and multi-focus image fusion has been experimented. Figure 2 illustrates the detail 
enhancement in multi-exposure image fusion by varying the free parameters used in [9]. The source images 
used in multi-exposure fusion are shown in Figure 1.  Figure 3 shows the results of multi-focus image fusion 
by varying the free parameters used in weight map optimization technique [9]. The input images used in 
multi-focus image fusion are shown in Figure 3 (a) and 3 (b). 
Conclusion 
The present thesis proposes three methods to construct a detail enhanced image from a set of multi-
exposure images by using multi-resolution and single-resolution fusion frameworks. When compared with 
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Figure 1: Illustration of WLS filter based proposed framework that consists of three principal blocks. (I) BL 
and DL extraction. The input images are transformed into two scale decomposition. (II) Weight map 
construction and refinement.  (III) Weighted fusion of BLs and DLs. The BLs and DLs across input image 
series are fused using simple weighted average approach. 
I. BL and DL Extraction  
Source Image I2 
the existing techniques which use multi-resolution and single resolution analysis for exposure fusion the 
proposed methods perform better in terms of enhancement of texture details in the fused image. 
 
       
 
         
Figure 2: Visual inspection of fine detail enhancement using third approach [9] for multi-exposure image 
fusion in typical lighting situations. The free parameters in [9] control detail enhancement and sharpening. (a) a
= 1, (b)  a =6, (c)  a = 12. 
(b) (c) (a) 
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Figure 3: Visual inspection of contrast and detail enhancement in third approach for multi-focus image fusion. The 
free parameter used in [9] controls detail enhancement and sharpening. (a,b) input multi-focus images, (c) ψ =0.5, a= 
7, (d) ψ=0.5, a= 12, (e) ψ =0.5, a= 17. 
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